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abstract
This report analyzes some of the linkages between economic growth and environmental

change in a rural community. Recently developed methodology for estimating induced as well
as direct environmental change from a new industry is applied to a current development issue
on the Oregon coast. Some extensions of the methodology were developed to assist in long-
range planning. Linear programming was used to trace environmental consequences of alterna-
tive economic growth patterns. Total change from new industry (in this case, a new aluminum
plant in Warreriton, Oregon) is shown to depend not only on the relation of the new industry
to the environment but also on impact of the new industry on the local economy and the feed-
back from the local economy's total expansion back to the environment.
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in, "

Growth in business activity has been a
well accepted community goal. It remains
so, but two elements of growth that were
formerly treated as peripheral have become
the focus of community concern: (IA How
will various economic segments of the com-
munity be affected? (2) What will happen
to the community's natural resources if
growth occurs in certain businesses?

The first concern has been investiga-
ted by the business and academic community
through economic research involving input-
output analysis. Input-output analysis
allows the researcher to estimate the total
dollar impact of an economic change and to
indicate the distribution of the impact
among the sectors of an economy. The
study being reported involves the use of
input-output analysis to provide insight
as to the natural resource impact of com-
munity growth prospects. The study exam-
ines the natural resource requirements,
many of which involve free goods, as well
as the wastes or by-products of certain
economic activities. The economic and
natural resource impacts are then combined
to represent the possible choices of a
community.

THE ECONOMY: CLATSOP COUNTY OREGON

This study is based on previous re-
search of a major economic change in a
coastal rural economy, Clatsop County,
Oregon. Collin, Youmans, and Stoevener
[1] described the economy and natural re-
sources base of Clatsop County in a 1969
study of the economic impact of a large
aluminum manufacturing plant.

The cool, moist climate of Clatsop
County provides excellent conditions for
timber growth in the mountainous regions.
A portion of the county in the city of
Astoria area is flat and thus conducive to
development of waterfront-dependent busi-
nesses Although roughly 90 percent of
the land is in forests, 8 percent in farm-
land, and 2 percent in other uses, approxi-
mately 44 million dollars in 1968 sales
occurred from businesses requiring minimal

land resources, i.e., Commercial Fishing,
Fish Processing, and the Port Authority.
In terms of sales, Lumber and Fish Proces-
sing are the largest sectors in the economy.

The proposed plant with assumed value
of $150 million would increase the 1968
assessed valuation in the county by approxi-
mately 48 percent. Clatsop County receives
more than 80 percent of its ad valorem
revenue from real property. Thus, county
revenues would increase significantly with

the aluminum plant.

An important aspect of the Collin study
is that the analysis concerned the economic
impact of the aluminum plant's annual opera-
tions, not construction. The operations
were to result in annual expenditures of
$8,288,000 for locally provided goods and
services, $6 million in payrolls, and
$1,427,000 in local taxes. Because a por-
tion of direct expenditures are re-spent in
the county, there would be an additional
economic impact. This total effect of the
aluminum plant's annual expenditures was
estimated by Collin to be $11,183,000.

More than 87 percent of the plant's
expenditures for local goods and services
was for gas and electricity. Commercial
Fishing income was found to be the least
affected. The change in the Agriculture
and Fur sector was also relatively small,
a $958 income increase as a result of the
aluminum plant's $60 million annual sales.
The relationship of aluminum to fishery and
to fishery and agricultural activity is not
surprising. Most interaction between two
sectors, one directly dependent on natural
resources, the other not, cannot be reveal-
ed by analysis of market activities alone.
The relationship among sectors in such
cases occurs through the environment. The
magnitude of relationships developed via
the environment and the related economic
ramifications must be analyzed to more
completely represent the market and non-
market effects of interindustry economic
activity. The present study focused on
revealing the non-market (environmental)
effects of economic activity by expanding
the Clatsop County model to include
environmental as well as monetary factors.
The reader unfamiliar with the technique of
input-output analysis is referred to the
Collin study for a concise explanation.

ENVIRONMENTAL LINKS TO THE ECONOMY

An input-output model consists of a
matrix with an equal number of rows and
columns. The economic activity in the

7
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community is divided into sectors on the
basis of similarity of characteristics,
e.g., paper mills, plywood plants, and
timber harvesting were placed in the Lumber
sector of the Clatsop County model. The
expenditures in the economy were allocated
among the various sectors on the basis of a
sample of both business and government.
Each sector is recorded twice, once as a
column and once in a row. Reading down a
column reveals how the sector at the top
made its purchases from those sectors
listed to the left.

Since the input-output model divides
the economic activity into sectors, the
procedure for linking the environment to
the economy also involves matrices. The
environmental linkage matrix would have the
same economic sectors from the input-output
matrix as columns and links to the environ-
ment as rows. The matrix used to link the
Clatsop County economy and environment
appears in Appendix Table 1. Each row of
the linkage matrix represents either a

natural resource input used by economic
sectors or a residual, waste, discharge,
etc., resulting from the economic sectors.
The former are inputs required by the
community such as cooling water, water used
in production processes, domestic water,
etc. Inputs to the economic sectors listed
at the top carry a positive sign and the
residuals flowing from the economy are
indicated by minuses. No connotation of
"good" or 'bad" should be inferred by the
designation. An alternative to the designa-
tion would be to denote residuals as reduc-
tions in an existing inventory of the set
of natural system components. Reference to
waste water residuals as producing certain
alterations in dissolved oxygen (DO) after
release into waterways as opposed to
specifying the bio-chemical oxygen demand
before release is an example of a labeling
change.

Information on environmental effects
was drawn from published sources and
on-going research. Air and water quality
studies as well as solid waste management
studies are often conducted on an industry
basis to facilitate development of long-run
management plans. However, Appendix Table
1 cannot be deemed to represent a complete
linkage between environment and economy for
two reasons: (1) blank spaces indicate
either no linkage to the environment by the
sector at the top or a lack of data when a
linkage is known to exist, and (2) there
are feedback mechanisms in the environment
that come into play when the magnitude of
inputs withdrawn or residuals absorbed by
the environment alter its capability to

provide inputs or receive residuals at pre-
vious levels. Improvement in the estimates
for which data were available and improvements
in filling the two previous data gaps are
needed.

The actual linkage of the economic and
natural systems can be illustrated prior to
presentation of the actual linkage used for
Clatsop County. Matrix F in Figure 1
represents the Leontief inverse for an hypo-
thetical four sector economy (W, X, Y, Z).2
The matrix represents the total business
transactions of an economy resulting from a
dollar increase in sales to final demand by
a particular sector.2 Matrix A represents
the environmental factors of interest:
BOD3, cooling water, and marshland. For
example, column Z of matrix A indicates that
each dollar of gross output of economic sec- -

tor Z results in the release of 2 pounds of
BOD, requires 2 gallons of water for cooling
purposes, and necessitates use of 2 square
feet of marsh. These are the direct effects
only. The hypothetical figures

Figure 1. Hypothetical Calculation of
Direct and Indirect Economic-Ecologic
Linkages

1 F' is the Leontief inverse.

2 The components of final demand include
transfers of money to non-county govern-
luent; sales to tusiness and government
outside the community, and local business
depreciation and investment.
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Show that when the linkage matrix, A, is

post-multiplied by the economic sector
matrix, F, the total environmental effect
of each dollar increase in sales to final
demand is revealed. The result of the pro-
cess, matrix E, shows that the total effect
of each dollar sales of sector Z is the
release of 17 pounds of BOO, the use of 10
gallons of cooling water, and utilization
of 19 square feet of marsh. The difference
between the direct and total environmental
effects is the result of increased sales
throughout the community's economy generated
by the additional one dollar of sales by
sector Z. The remaining sectors of the
community's economy arc similarly inter-
preted.

Returning to the model of the Clatsop
County economy to perform the multiplication
of the environmental system's direct effect
matrix by the economic system's total effect
matrix yields Table 1, Interpretation of
the elements is identical to that of E in
Figure 1; each element indicates the total
resource requirment or residual discharge
per dollar of sales to final demand by the
sector specified at the top of the column.

The interdependencies existing in
Clatsop County are specified more clearly
as a result of the matrix multiplication.
Most sectors are shown to have a relation-
ship with the environment because of economic
activity. Comparison of Appendix Table 1
and text Table 1 reveals the latter to have
entries where none previously existed and
larger values of the previously specified
non-zero elements. Both factors indicate
the presence of indirect environmental
linkages. Thus, a sector may not be identi-
fied as environmentally important by the
casual observer, but its sales may have
environmental repercussions because of
purchases from environmentally linked sec-
tors. The linkages and magnitudes can stand
alone for identification of resource users
and residuals producers.

potential of economic activity In most sec-
tors of the Clatsop County economy (see
Table 1). On the bas.s of the measure used
in Table 1, the operations of the Port
Authority result in the largest emission of
particulates: .610456 pounds of particu-
late matter per dollar delivery to final
demand. Aluminum and Lumber deliveries to
final demand account for .033943 pounds per
dollar and .023009 pounds per dollar,
respectively. Among those sectors for which
no direct particulate linkage could he esti-
mated (see Appendix Table 1) CommunicationS-
Transportation and Agriculture-Fur showed
the largest indirect linkage. The indirect
link for the former sector arises from pur-
chases made from Lumber, Service Stations,
and Port Authority, while the latter's re-
sults from large Service Station sector
purchases [15, p. 68].

Carbon monoxide emissions were alloca-
ted to but one sector--Service Stations.
From an engineering viewpoint, Communications-
Transportation should also have a carbon
monoxide link. Partial allowance for this
deficiency was made by inclusion of Oregon
Motor Vehicles Division (1972) bus and truck
data in the Service Station Sector's carbon
monoxide figure. Ilus and truck annual mile-
age was estimated at the level assigned to
the 16,651 passenger ears registered in
Clatsop County. Mileage was estimated
at 5,000 in-county miles per year. Due to
the assignment of emissions by motor vehi-
cles in personal and commercial use to Service
Stations, that sector showed the largest
linkage in Table 1. Public firms are again
shown to have residual linkages higher than
many private firms, e.g., County Roads and
health Department.

Gaseous and solid fluorides result from
primary aluminum production plants like that
proposed in Clatsop County. The proposed
plant was assumed to use the vertical stud
Soderberg (VSS) reduction process. Iverson
(1972) has demonstrated that the best avail-
able primary zd secondary residual treat-

Consideration of both direct and indir- ment process for the VSS process will keep
ect resource needs and residuals production fluoride emissions to approximately 2.8
reveals environmental linkages often over- pounds per ton of aluminum, When related to
looked. Decisions in Clatsop County regard- aluminum prices and deliveries to final
ing changes in the level of economic activity demand an emission of .0056 pounds fluoride
involve impact considerations as well as would be anticipated (see Table 1). Note
linkages though. The former require that that the fluoride residual appears in but
emphasis be given to linkage magnitudes shown one column and the value is identical in
in Table U Table 1 and Appendix Table 1. The blanks

are a result of zero purchases of locally
4imsp)'meric Emissions produced aluminums by Clatsop County firms.

The fluoride residual identity also flows
Environmental impact through atmospheric from this unique purchasing pattern.

emission of particulates, fluoride, carbon
monoxide, and hydrocarbons appears to be a

9



Table 1. Direct and Indirect Linkages per Dollar Delivery to Final Demand: Clatsop County, Oregon

(Continued on next page)

Lumber Connnercial
Fishing

Fish
Proccssing

Agric.
S Fur Mariufac. Lodging Cafes E

Tave ms
Service
Stations

Auto Sales
8 Service

Comsarnic.
S Iransp.

Particulates (lbs.) .023009 .001330 .000371 .001452 .000698 .001050 .000605 .009133 .000419 .001693

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) .037448 .143985 .027142 .093474 .046737 .045140 .044124 1.488330 .025691 .038899

Fluoride (lbs

Hydrocarbons (ibs.) .006965 .026781 .005048 .017386 .008693 .008396 .008207 .276827 .004778 .007235

Domestic Water (gals.) L41.65o 7.25195 2.34332 5.2302 2.58009 5.06772 5.36631 2.59128 2.77934 5.2873

Cooling Water (gals.) 135.499 .238302 .361263 .600722 .313034 .28813 .213103 .112815 .125319 1.838S

Process hater (gals.) 48.63)6 .637298 1.62980 .843618 .590595 .786157 .723803 .580341 .512665 1.23493

Water Intake (gals.) 321.793 8 12755 4.33438 6,68054 3.48372 7.04201 6.30322 3.28444 3.41732 8.36073

Water Discharge (gals.) 276.076 6.53177 380134 5.41758 2,82530 5.66007 5.06900 2.64153 2.74935 6.91078

5-Day 800 (lbs.) 551494 .0001183 .005259 .002454 .001282 .001182 .000877 .000464 .000515 .007489

Suspended Solids (lbs.) .652643 .168161 .054279 .111780 .0531.83 .119991 .120996 .056181 .062920 .087978

Organic iitrogen (lbs.) .000001 .000003 .001002 .000002 .000002 .000003 .000003 .000001 .000001 .000002

Solid Waste (lbs.) .S70218 1 58048 2.12952 55.5852 11.7938 4.26263 4.71044 4.16639 .501177 .618392

Solid Waste (Cu yds.) .453151 000795 .000502 .002007 .001046 .000062 .000711 .000376 .000418 .006147



Table 1. (Continued)

(Continued on next page)

Professional
Services

Financial Construction Products Services Education
County
Roads

Law

E&forceruent

Health
Dept

Welfare

Particulates (lbs.) .000678 .001078 .000631 .000411 .000707 .001080 .001194 .001142 .001202 .001102

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) .057042 .024239 .036867 .025401 .052833 .101747 .127148 .101457 .125842 .095216

Fluoride (lbs.)

Hydrocarbons (lbs.) .010610 .00451 .006857 .004724 .009827 .018925 .023649 .018871 .023406 .017710

Domestic Water (gals.) 6.39382 2.920S9 4.97237 3.07275 6.02346 10.1225 8.32065 11.221 12.0994 11.1617

Cooling Water (gals.) .1882 .112899 1.01326 .088059 .150644 .263606 .400945 .276195 .30131 .263691

Process Water (gals.) .677942 .448903 1.12445 1.41702 .833402 .791878 .873558 .801121 .845854 .830496

Water Intake (gals.) 7.25997 3.48240 7.11008 4.57783 7.007S1 11.1780 9.50515 12 .2983 13.2466 12.25589

Water Discharge (gals.) 5.83154 2.8003 5.81083 3.67360 5.62498 8.97556 7.72558 9.87346 10.6353 9.83799

5-Day BOO (lbs.) .000777 .000466 .004131 .000368 .000624 .001091 .001646 .001144 .001247 .001093

Suspended Solids (lbs.) .148109 .066710 .098352 .066935 .131000 .236707 .190483 .263041 .283685 .261635

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.) .000003 .000002 .000002 .000003 .000003 .000005 .000004 .000005 .000006 .000005

Solid Waste (lbs.) 1.13914 .S09798 .703114 1.07824 2.55735 1.80898 1.57697 1.95757 2.10270 1.97514

Solid Waste (Cu. yds.) .000627 .000376 .003387 .000293 .000S02 .000878 .001338 .000920 .001004 .000878



Table 1. (Continued)

Port
Authority

General
Pi.md

Astoria Warreton 11anond Gearhart Sraside
Cann
leach

Alumin.aa households

Particulates (lbs.) .610456 .001021 .001033 .000948 .000710 .000894 .001015 .000618 .033943 .0013

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) .070686 .090861 .083749 .079540 .052398 .084765 .090571 .046011 .021191 .1169B8

Fluoride (lbs.) .005600

Hydrocarbons (lbs.) .013146 .016900 .015577 .014794 .097459 .015766 .016846 .008558 .005942 .021760

Dome3tic Water (gals.) 7.60213 9.60973 38.0571 48,6398 75.0269 46.7542 50.2304 32.2451 2.23944 13.86033

Cooling Water (gals.) .776417 .301057 .263501 .638467 .550809 .488371 .276005 .600658 3.462775 .301457

Process Water (gals.) .770488 .758455 .721935 .966174 .933039 .862091 .786926 .834861 30.8816 .872261

Water Intake (gals.) 9.14904 10.6692 39.0425 50.2444 76.5108 48.1047 51.2933 33.6806 36.583815 15.034

Water Discharge (gals.) 7.41443 8.57300 31.2671 40.2736 61.2759 38.5435 41.0692 27.0174 36.583815 12.0655

5-Day BUD (lbs.) .003181 .001242 .001089 .0026J2 .002253 .002000 .001140 .002453 .000260 .001251

Suspended Solids (lbs.) .161647 .223644 .196431 .172344 .142840 .158900 .212194 .104564 .049813 .326133

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.) .000005 .000005 .000004 .000004 .000003 .000003 .000004 .000002 .000001 .000006

Solid Waste (lbs.) 1.24156 1.68918 5.01628 4.88694 4.39511 4,82904 4.86796 4.09313 .436503 2.31657

S1jd Waste (cu. yds.) .002593 .001004 .000898 .002133 .001840 .001631 .000920 .002007 .000209 001004



hydrocarbon emissions were accounted
for in a manner identical to carbon monox-
ide. Public firms were again demonstrated
to be leading contributors to generation
of atmospheric pollutants. The City of
Hammond, County Roads, and Health Depart-
ment were estimated to be responsible for
.0S2398 023649, and 023406 pounds,
respectively, per final demand dollar (see
Table 1).

Solui Waste

Historically, the disposal of solid
waste has been managed in a manner yielding
secondary problems. For example, tidelands
and marshes in San Franciso Bay have been
so reduced in size by filling with solid
waste that a new institution has been gen-
erated to manage not just the solid waste
disposal sites hut the whole estuary.

Elements of Table reveal responsi-
bility for generation of solid waste (lbs.)
among all private and public firms depicted
in Clatsop County. The figures represent
raw' waste in that no firm treats solid

waste to reduce poundage before disposal.
On occasion effort is expended among firms
in the products sector to reduce the volume
of waste when related to disposal charges.
Agriculture and Fur (55.5852 lbs.) rank
first in solid waste generation, though
disposal as such remains at the production
site. Manufacturing (11.7938 lbs.) and the
county's municipalities are a distant third
and fourth respectively. Municipalities
generate solid waste by provision of public
services.'

Water Directed Emissions

The interfacing of saline and fresh
water is common to all definitions of the
coastal zone. Emission of residuals into
this major component of the coastal zone
as a result of coastal economic activity
consequently requires analysis. Three
specific residuals of productive processes--
bio-chemical oxygen demand (BUD), suspended
solids, and organic nitrogen--were esti-
mated as well as the quasi-residual "water
discharge.'

Public concern for the present and
future quality of water resources is based
on man's personal and industrial needs and
frequently on the aesthetics of preserved
aquatic life. A single parameter (BUD)
has on occasion been used to monitor
changes in water quality. In instances
involving use of more than one parameter,
BUD remains a key target of scientific
measurement and public concern. In spite

of the impressive amount of recent research
on BOD loadings resulting from industrial
and municipal water use, the data available
matched only two economic sectors as defined
in the Clatsop County model--Lumber (- .50894
lbs.) and Fish Processing (-.00464 lbs.)
(see Appendix Table 1) . Direct and indirect
linkages shown in Table 1, however, are pre-
sent in each cell of the BUD row. Lumber
produces by far the largest BUD loading of
any sector. The reason for the top ranking
is the predominance of pulp and paper pro-
duction in the Lumber sector. Lumber BOD is
an "after treatment" residual contrary to
Fish Processing's "before treatment." At

the time of the analysis, fish processors in
the county were having their wastewater
monitored to determine the magnitude of cer-
tain residuals of concern to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency. A striking element
of the BUD row in Table 1 is the second place
rank of Communication-Transportation (.007489
lbs.) as opposed to Fish Processing, third
place (.005259 lbs.) The ordering of the
former is attributab1 to purchases from
Lumber, as was the case with particulate
emissions.

Direct linkages with suspended solids
were developed for three sectors: Lumber,
Fish Processing, and Households. Indirect
linkages were shown to be numerous since
all sectors have entries in the suspended
solids row. The total residuals shown in
Table 1 reveal that Lumber (.652643 lbs.)
and Households (.326133 lbs.) are major
dischargers of suspended solids. Once again
a sector, Fish Processing, credited with
direct residual discharge drops in the rank-
ing of dischargers after allowance for in-
direct residual generation. An explanation
is that numerous sectors without direct
linkage are tied monetarily to Lumber and
Households.

Discharges of organic nitrogen have
received widespread media coverage since the
mid-l960s. Eutrophication and other aquatic
bioniass growth problems are the potential
result of uncontrolled disposal of nitro-
genous residuals. Eutrophication is a
natural process capable of acceleration
and the ultimate collapse of aquatic systems.
Even without ultimate collapse, aquatic

" The municipality coefficients are based on
two linearity assumptions: (1) an assumed
linear relationship between population and
municipal solid waste, and (2) an assumed
linear relationship between municipality
final demand expenditures and population.
The assumptions, though made explicit, do
not make the municipality estimates less
tenuous.

13



plant growth may proceed to the point of
limiting recreational or other uses of
water resources. Data inadequacies prohib-
ited the development of direct linkages for
sectors other than Fish Processing. The
disposal of blood, scales, and some viscera
by the sector in water discharges is linked
indirectly to Households (.000006 lbs.) and
Health Department (.000006 lbs.).

Water Inpute

The Clatsop County economy includes
sectors utilizing municipally and privately
provided water inputs. Key sectors such as
Lumber and Aluminum draw practically all
needed water from the Columbia River with-
out assistance from municipalities or
special water districts. The nature of
productive processes in Fish Processing
requires municipally provided potable water.
Therefore, one key water-using sector ob-
tains rights to water inputs via a quasi-
market while others appropriate water with-
out the use of any market. Regardless of
the method of acquisition, water inputs
were divided into domestic, cooling, and
process

Domestic water is the first of the
water inputs in Table 2. The term is
somewhat of a misnomer ir that it connotes
potable water. The connotation is valid
in each direct link identified in Appendix
Table 1 with the exception of Lumber.
Lumber's boiler water needs were allocated
to domestic water. The boiler water was
separated from process water for Lumber on
the premise that such a coefficient would
be more stable in time due to more stable
boiler technology as opposed to process
technology. Lumber (141.656 gals.) and
Hammond (75.0269 gals.) rank at the top
of domestic water using sectors. The re-
maining municipalities rank toward the top
as compared to private firm users.

Water use for cooling of productive
process machinery was estimated to be dii-
ectly linked to Lumber, Fish Processing,
and Aluminum Lumber (135.499 gals.) re-
tains top rank among cooling water users
after allowance for indirect use by all
sectors. Communications-Transportation
(1.8385 gals.) and Construction (1.01326
gals.) once again had larger indirect re-
quirements than the total cooling water
needs of Fish Processing and Aluminum, the
only sectors with estimated direct coef-
ficients.

The process water coefficient in
Table 1 and Appendix Table 1 yielded the
same ranking of top three sectors--Lumber
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(48.6376 gals.), Aluminum (30.8816 gals.),
and Fish Processing (1.6298 gals.). The
process water coefficients are subject to
becoming outdated. The speed of the change
in process water utilization will be depen-
dent in part on industry initiated changes
in technology and process changes imposed
by water resource managers.

Allowance for consumptive use of water
inputs was estimated when sector data per-
mitted. Development of this "quantity"
factor adds information to the 'quality
orientation of water-directed emissions.
Consumptive use of water will likely not be
a problem in the Clatsop County economy
though it deserves research consideration
in low fresh water flow estuaries.

Water intake coefficients were develop-
ed on the basis of the actual intake of
water. Coefficients would be inflated if
calculated on the basis of recirculated
water since, in the representation of a
sector in operation, water intake exclusive
of recirculation practices is the relevant
index. Water for recirculation purposes is
actually needed only to prime the produc-
tive process and should not be included in
daily water intake estimates of a plant in
operation. Lumber (325.793 gals.) and the
municipalities were shown to be top-ranked
in the water intake row. Consumptive use
of water was largest in Lumber (48.817
gals.). Pulp and paper manufacturing firms
in the Lumber sector were calculated to
have a 15 percent consumptive use while
plywood establishments consumed 9 percent
of water intake.

Direct Linka and Picuining

The previous discourse on coefficients
found in Table 1 indicates that national
level coastal zone and estuarine management
studies may place undue emphasis on first-
round and readily observable potential
sources of ronflict among economic pursuits
in drafting management plans. On two occas-

ions in Table 1, BUD and suspended solids,
first-round relationships among economic
sectors were shown to provide unsatisfac-
tory information for planning purposes.
For example, Fish Processing was one of
three sectors with a direct suspended

Water used for household purposes such as
cooking, drinking, washing, and sewage
disposal is identified as "domestic' water
in the study. Water used for cleaning
equipment or machinery in industry and
inclusion in products is identified as
"process' water in the study.



Table 2, Economic Sectors Exhibiting Relatively Large Direct and Indirect Relationships to Selected
Environmental Goods: Clatsop County, Oregon

RANK (1-5)
1 2 3 4 5

Particulates (lbs.) Port Aluminum Lumber Service Comm.

Authority Stations Transp.

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) Service Commercial County Health Households
Stations Fishing Roads Dept.

Fluoride (lbs.) Aluminum

1-lydrocarbons (lbs.) Service Hammond Commercial County Health
Stations Fishing Roads Dept.

Domestic Water (gals.) Lumber Hammond Seaside Warrenton Gearhart

Cooling Water (gals.) Lumber Aluminum Comm. Construction Port

Trarisp. Authority

Process Water (gals.) Lumber Aluminum Fish Products Comm
Process ing Transp.

Water Intake (gals.) Lumber Hammond Seaside Warrenton Gearhart

Water Discharge (gals.) Lumber Hammond Seaside Warrenton Aluminum

S-Day OD (lbs.) Lumber Comm. F Fish Construction Port

Transp. Processing Authority

Suspended Solids (lbs.) Lumber flouseholds health Law Welfare
Dept. Enforcement

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.) Fish Households [health Education Law
Processing Dept. Enforcement

Solid Waste (lbs.) Agric. E1 Manufac. Astoria Warrenton Seaside
Fur

Solid Waste (cu. yds.) Lumber Comm. C Construction Port Warrenton
Transp. Authority
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solids link yet ranked twenty-eighth when
direct and indirect links 1ver.3 d' Soped.

A similar situation :as evident for ROD.
I this instance, decision makers acting on
direct link information would t have con-
sidered Communications-Transportation as a
vital sector when protecting other sectors
sensitive to ROD loadings. Communications-
Transportation ranked second in ROD loadings
per dollar delivery to final demand.

SuppLy Prices

Individuals and agencies charged with
management of resources in the coastal zone
are inevitably involved in decisions affect-
ing a locality's welfare. Rising demand for
greater quantities of both the market goods
of economic growth and the non-market ser-
vices of environmental goods must be weighed
against the decision maker's assessment of
community needs and supply capacities. The
emergence of additional agency permit re-
ui.ements, minimum damage planning, envi-

ronmental impact statements, and other checks
on L iilatral conomic activity have been
Nrt of society's answer to the sizable
info:mation requirements f policy decisions
in the coastal zone Economists use the
market as a framework for developing and
comrm.;nicating information of value in opti-
mizing various obj'ctive functions. However,
conflicts over alternative uses of coastal
resources are often considered to be inade-
quately handled by the marketplace, particu-
la:'ly in ba/s and estuaries. The existence
of imperfections in the market does not say
an hing meaningful about public action to
be t-"- unt an alternativ.: is put for-

fc A scond issue aris?s because of
ijance in s:eeping institutinal and

p01 icai action rather than i'cremental
chanes or ma'ket adjustments when action is
ne d. Both majoi chang nd small altera-
tions 'equire sLbstantiaL information con-
ceining the ties between market and environ-
mental goods. Castle and Stoevenar empha-
si the iinpoctance of the market to this
problem 1 - n thcy say

Even :hough the maiket is rejected
3.5 a means of allocating certain
goods and seriic.es it nay still
provide data and criteria of value
in ucaling wich eKtia-ma± 'et problems.
The role of the market i generating
relevant information for decision-
makers has not been given the explicit
treatment it deserves. The generation
and communications of info:mation is
[sic] an automatic function of the
m3rket. When th3 nurket is displaced
some substitute fo7 the choice indica-
c:r--i ,e , price--must be provided
[1970, p 544].

If the modified input-output procedure
presented in the Clatsop County model is to
provide information on problems of growth
and the environment, a choice indicator is
needed The coefficients in Table 1 offer
a surrogate for the price that would exist
in a market--supply price. A supply price
will identify the minimum opportunity cost
of securing a good. In essence, a trade-
off is specified. Supply price is not a
perfect substitute for the traditional
choice indicator. Prices are established
by combined demand and supply forces while
supply prices provide no measure of sacri-
fice (demand) for goods.

Viewing the coefficients of Table 1 as
supply prices of the specified environmental
goods permits an answer to the following
general questions: (1) If sector Z pro-
ceeds to grow rapidly, what will be the
effect on environmental good Y?, (2) Which
sectors should be encouraged to expand in
relation to minimum environmental impact
planning?) (3] I{ow much impact on the
local economy will result from an increase
of X units of environmental good Y by re-
stricting economic sector Z sales? An

example of an answer to (1) would be ranking
of sectors having large Table 1 coefficients
such as presented in Table 2. Lumber ranks
high in most of the environmental goods
relationships. For each dollar increase in
delivery to final demand, Lumber uses
.551494 Dounds of the surrounding water's
ROD loading capacity. Sectors to be en-
couraged to expand (2) would depend upon
statement of the specific environmental
goods subject to minimum impact planning.
Coefficients in Taole 2 for the correspond-
ing environmental goods of concern would be
the choice indicators Additional mphasis
will be devoted to development of choice
indicators iclated to (2) and (3) later
when economic growth and minimum impact
planning are considered.

A SCENARIO FOR FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS

Communities planning for economic growth
can use material developed in this report to
examine two important questions: What

changes will occur in the economy if we
expand one or more of our industries? What

changes will occur in our environment if we
expand an industry?

The numbers displayed in Table 3 show
the total change in business income in the
community from a dollar change in a base
industry..6 For example, a one dollar

6 A discussion of business multiplier can be
found in the study by Collin and others
[4, 1973] starting on page 13.



increase in the final demanu for lumber will
be asociated wich an increas. in output of
$1.84 by Clatsop County industry.

These multipliers can be related to the
elements of Table 1 for insight to the en-
vironmental impact per dollar of income
generated, This procedure offers another
index for measurement of trade-offs. It is

conceivabie that a sector exhibiting a
large environmental impact would also have
a large income multiplier. Ranking of
sectors on the basis of an environmental
income multiplier provides a measure of
returns to non-market resources valuable
for growth analysis and descriptive informa-
tion on the structure of market and non-
market activities for development purposes.

Dividing the numbers in Table 1 by the
relevant multipliers from Table 3 yields
environmental linkages per dollar of income
generated (Table 4). The ranking of major
air residuals sectors remaincd in line with
that of Table 2 Howe'er, a general decline
in the ra!k of pubiic service 3ectors and a
higher rak for Households (2) was notice-
able foi both carbon monoxide and hydro-
carbons Aluminum maintains the highest
rank among pri"ate sector particulate
emitters The remaining environmental links
are dominated by Lumber. Aluminum remains
low in most environmental links among the
privat- sectors in spite of having the
lowest multiplier Relati co public and
private sector linkages, establishment of
Aluminum in Clatsop County would, in gener-
al, have minimal environmental linkage.
Two e 'epions to Uhis generality are
notable__paiticul .tus and prorss '.'ater.

TOW.\RD 1980. BUSINESS AND
ENVIRQNMENT,\L PROJECTIONS

The intia1 Cla;:sop County nput-outpt
:naiysis ias conducted :o estimate the
economic impact of an operating alumiaum
plant Though monetary benefits were well
specified, indivimual and group response has
in no vay approached consensus. The result
has beer, a period of rdditionai study of the
proposed plant and the future of the Ciatsop
County economy.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis of the
U S. Department of Commerce [6, 1972] pro-
vidod data useful for estimating business
activity by sectors for Clatsop County in
1980 The estimaces involve two conditions:
(1.) projections in 1980 are in terms of
1965 dcllars, (') tho proportion of each
sac s toto.t sales delivered to final
demand remains constant bcfween 1968 and
1980. Sales to final demand are indicated

in Table S for the private sector and Port
Authority. Total business income can be
derived from Table S by use of tho multipliers
found in Table 3. A decision maker can re-
late the data from T J.e 5 to that of Appen-
dix Table 1 co assess possible environmental
damages of growth trends or, conversely the

income losses associated with stringent con-
trols on environmentally important sectors.
The use of information from Appendia Table 1
and text Table 5 allows a projection of
environmental impact for the economic magni-
tudes projected for 1980. However, the en-
vironmental projections cannot be made in
the absence of restrictive assumptions.
Projections based on Appendix Table 1 and

text Table 5 require: (1) the production
md waste treatment technology in Clatsop
County in 1980 does not differ from that of
1968, (2) purchasing patterns in Clatsop
County will remain the same as those
estimated for 1968.

The ecologic linkage coefficients of
Table .' can be multiplied by the appropriate
1980 final demand figures for each economic
sector in Table 5 and summec by environmental
goods, rather than by economic sector.7 The
public sectors such as Hammond, Educaciori,
County Roads, etc., are not listed in Table 5
but their effect has been included in Tabie 6.
The resulting figures project total environ-
mental goods useage and appear in Table 6.
The implications surrounding addition of a
new rector, Aluminum, to the area's Limed
resource base and those of relationships
among all sectors are more evident uhen
attention is focused on market and non-market
growth rates . Service-oriented sectors (such
as Professional) were estimated to heve che
largest growth potential. Trie growth poten-
cial of sales for Lumber, Commercial fishing
ish Procassirig and Aluminum was est mat d

to be below average. Sectors can be singled
out for escimacion of trad.e-offs indicating
the percentage of specific environmental!.
goods increases required by chose sectors
contributing the laigest percentages of
increased economic activity For example.
Lumber Port Authority, and t.luminUm account
for 43 perce: t. of the sales increase betwecn
1968 and 1980 use contributing 97 percent
of the increase in Particu1at.s. Similarly.
Lumber, Fish Processing, and Aluminum accoun:

7 For example, the 6,221,ODO poungs of particu-
lates at the top of the second column in
Table 6 results from multiplying each ele-
ment of the particulates row :' Table l by.

the predicted value of 1980 saies for the
economic sectors ( 023009) (85 .30,000) +
(.00l33)($l307000) + ,. + (.033943)
($85 560,000) + (.0013)($65 940,000) =
6,221,000 lbs.

17
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Table 3. Business Income Multipliers by Sector for the Clatsop County
Oregon, Economy

Sector Multiplier Sector Multiplier

Lumber 1.8454 Education 3.1849

Commercial Fishing 2.7556 County Roads 3.173

Fish Processing 1.7511 Law Enforcement 3.332

Agriculture 2.6028 Health Dept. 3.4659

.1anufacturing 1.9059 IVelfare 3.5789

Lodging 2.4045 Port Authority 2.5597

Cafes Taverns 2.2916 General Fund 3.0694

Service Stations 1.7448 Astoria 2.9661

Auto Sales E Service 1.689 ;varrenton 3.0662

Comnunic. Transp. 1.7847 Hammond 2.8632

Professional Services 2.3664 Gearhart 2.9311

Financial 1.6462 Seaside 3.1098

Construction 1.9116 Cannon Beach 2.627

Products 1.6646 Aluminum 1.6022

Services 2.2532 Households 2,3512



Table 4. Economic Sectors Exhibiting Relatively Large Direct and Indirect Linkages per Dollar of
Income Ceneratei1 Clatsop County, Oregon

RANK (1-5)
3 4 5

Particulates (lbs.) Port Aluminum Lumber Financial Households
Authority

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) Service Commercial Households County Health
Stations Fishing Roads Dept.

Fluoride (lbs.) Aluminum

Hydrocarbons (lbs.) Service Commercial County Health Agric.
Stations Fishing goads Dept. Fur

Dome5tic Water (gals.) Lumber iFaimnond Seaside Gearhart Warrenton

Cooling Water (gals.) Lumber Alurninuni Comm. Construction Port
Transp. Authority

Process hater (gals.) Lumber AiDminum Fish Products Comm. &
Processing Transp.

Water Intake (gals.) Lumber Hammond Aluminum Seaside Gearhart

Water Discharge (gals.) Lumber Aluminum Hammond Gearhart Warrenton

S-Day BOD (lbs.) Lumber Comm. & Fish Financial Port

Suspended Solids (lbs.) Lumber

Transp,

Households

Processing

Health La

Authority

Education
Dept. Enforcement

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.) Fish Households
Process jog

Solid Waste (lbs.) AgriC. Manufac. Service Cafes & Lodging
Fur Stations Taverns

Solid Waste (cu. yds.) Lumber Construction Port Agric. Cannon
Authority & Fur Beach



Table S. Projected Sales to Final Demand for Selected Sectors of the Clatsop County
Economy, 1980

NA = Not Available.

Source [15]
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Percent
to final demand

change
1968

(000 $)

1980

(000 $)

Lumber 55,605 85,130 53.09

Commercial Fishing 922 1,307 41.88

Fish Processing 39,305 55,774 41.90

Agriculture Fur 2,719 3,034 11.59

Manufacturing 2,977 5,185 74.20

Lodging 208 350 68.13

Cafes 6 Taveris 106 NA-" NA

Service Stations 200 350 74,91

Auto Sales 1,060 NA NA

Communications 6
Transportation 1,660 2,511 51.19

Professional 2,507 5,064 102.02

Financial 2,587 4,350 68.11

Construction 13,121 22,279 69.80

Products 10,558 19,365 83.41

Services 720 1,260 75.00

Port Authority 932 1,966 111.01

Aluminum 60,000 8S,560 42,60

Households 35,867 65,940 83.84

Sales



Table 6. Projected Generation of Environmental Goods in 1980 Based on 1968 Linkage
Coefficients, Clatsop County, 0regon-'

Estimates include the environmental goods effect of public sector expenditures.
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Total enviromsental
goods

Percent
change

(%)
1968
(000)

1980

(000)

Particulates (lbs.) 3,988 6,221 56.39

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) 10,802 l7,7S6 64.37

Fluoride (lbs.) 336 479 42.60

Hydrocarbons (lbs.) 2,015 3,306 64.04

Domestic Water (gals.) 7,879,447 13,627,293 12.90

Cooling Water (gals.) 7,606,042 11,646,375 53.10

Process Water (gals.) 4,695,766 7,004,193 49.10

Water Intake (gals.) 20,181,254 32,277,861 53.00

Water Discharge (gals.) 18,185,684 27,570,495 51.60

S-day BUD (lbs.) 31,023 47,497 53.10

Suspended Solids (lbs.) 57,209 91,085 59.21

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.) 40 57 42.22

Solid Waste (lbs.) 448,556 651,754 45.30

Solid Waste (cu. yds.) 25,340 38,811 53.16



for 55 percent of increased sales while
requiring 99 percent of increased cooling
water demands. Lumber sales account for 23
percent of the sales increase and 99 percent
of the BUD increase. Aluminum was projected
to account for: (1) 20 percent of increased
sales in Clatsop County, (2) 37 percent of
particulate increases, (3) less than one
percent each of the cooling wat'r and BUD
increases. The Aluminum sector thus shows
a relatively high income trade-off for en-
vironmental goods. It should be recalled
that the trade-off was based on an increase
in Aluminum sales as if the plant were
originally operating with $60 million sales.

For purposes of demonstration, the
model has facilitated the identification
of trade-offs in 1968 and those associated
with growth toward 1980 ignoring new tech-
nology and alternative production techniques
introduced in response to higher relative
prices of natural resource inputs. The
estimates generated from the analytical
framework within the outlined assumptions
provide at a minimum a fuller representation
of coastal zone economic relationships and
insight to the direction public choice
should take, given the values of those
represented. However, analysis of similar
coastal economies would ideally include a
data base suitable for determination of the
need for making a choice. That is, a de-
cision maker would benefit from an index
(such as an inventory of environmental
goods or assimilative capacities of the
environment) to determine when public
choice is required from a resource stand-
point.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING OF BUSINESS
AND ENVIRONMENT

The analysis to this point has utilized
a model that permits consideration of gen-
eral equilibrium forces in the Clatsop County
economy. However, the trade-offs have been
formulated for single environmental goods
rather than simultaneous consideration of
groups such as "air' or "water." It seems
plausible that simultaneous consideration of
several environmental goods may suggest
business income effects of environmental
regulation different from the one good case.
For example, turbidity is often of major
public concern in estuaries. Overt restric-
tion of suspended solids disposition by
altering the magnitude or direction of cer-
tain economic activities may be unnecessary
if consideration is given to maximizing bus-
iness sales subject to given levels of
suspended solids cmd BUD. The latter may
reach maximum permissible levels prior to
the former, thus emphasizing BUD, not
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suspended solids, to be the relevant con-
straint to providing a desired mix of market
and non-market goods.

In the absence of an environmental in-
ventory for Clatsop County and a delineation
of relationships within the natural resource
system to provide insight to the impact of
residuals and non-market input utilization,
alternative strategies for economic activity
were developed from linear programming models.
Business income multipliers were the objec-
tive function's coefficients and deliveries
to final demand were the unknowns. Con-
straints included maximum and minimum values
for the unknowns and maximum allowable use
of selected environmental goods. Three
linear programming problems were designed to
reveal trade-offs involving: (1) air quality
considerations and economic growth, (2) water-
borne residuals generation and economic
growth, and (3) combined air quality, water
input, water-borne residuals, and solid waste
considerations and economic growth. The

analysis involved four runs for each problem.
Runs one and two involved environmental goods
constraints computed as if the Aluminum sec-
tor were a functioning part of the economy
in 1980. That is, the magnitudes of the
environmental goods used in the constraints
were those predicted to exist in the county
as a result of the economic activity pre-
dicted in Table 5. Run one differed from
run two only in the maximum upper bound
placed on the Aluminum unknown. Runs one and
two of each problem were designed to explore
the question, 'Can the economy be realigned
to realize a higher level of sales than
predicted in 1980 without exceeding the
levels of environmental goods predicted in
Table 5?' Run one differed from the second
only in the maximum upper bound placed on the
Aluminum unknown.

The third and fourth runs included en-
vironmental goods constraint magnitudes simu-
lating the non-existence of an aluminum plant
in 1980 to contribute to residual levels.
In runs three and four of each problem, the
level of environmental goods required by the
aluminum plant was not included in the envi-
ronmental goods constraint magnitudes. Thus,

runs three and four answered the question,
"If the economy does not have an aluminum
plant in 1968 cmd does not want to experience
the increased environmental goods demands of
an aluminum plant, would it be beneficial
to community business sales to encourage
aluminum production and discourage growth of
other business sectors that require environ-
mental goods?' Run four differed from the
third in a manner identical to that of runs
one and two.



Aluminum production appeared in the
solution to runs one and two of the air
quality problem at the maximum constraint
level. Proxies for air quality included
particulates, hydrocarbons, and carbon
monoxide. The latter two reached maximum
constraint levels in runs one and two. How-
ever, the particulate level consistent with
maximization of business income was far be-
low the constraint. All three air quality
proxies reached full constraint levels in
runs three and four. However, total busi-
ness income was only 77 percent of that for
runs one and two. Aluminum production of
$38,300,000 was included in the estimates
of the objective function unknowns. The
sales are far below those proposed by the
aluminum company, thus possibly representing
an infeasibl.e level of production.

BUD and suspended solids sectors served
as water-borne residuals constraints. The
value of the objective function was largest
for run two, followed by runs four, one,
and three. Only the suspended solids level
specified actually proved to be a constraint.
BUD did not reach the maximum permissible
levels. Aluminum reached the maximum allow-
able sales level in all cases. As aluminum
sales increased between runs one and two and
three and four, Lumber sector sales declined.
Thus, even though BUD did not prove to be a
constraint when associated with suspended
solids, increased Aluminum sector sales
were traded for lower Lumber sector sales.

Simultaneous consideration of numerous
environmental goods in the third problem
resulted in particulates, process water,
and solid waste reaching constraint levels.
The value of the Aluminum sector sales un-
known corresponded with those of runs one
and two of the previous problems--maximum
permissible, Runs three and four reveal a
fate for aluminum production identical to
that of the first problem. If the Aluminum
sector were facing an agency with broad
responsibility for the management of environ-
mental goods, or even well coordinated action
among several agencies, aluminum production
would likely not be feasible. The objective
function values for total business income,
Lumber income, Fish Processing income, and
Aluminum income in 1980 for all three prob-
lems are shown in Table 7. Among the sec-
tors with large economic impact, Lumber and
Aluminum compete vigorously for the con-
strained environmental goods; as the Alumin-
um sector increases, Lumber sector sales
decline. The reverse of the relationship
did not occur. When Aluminum sector sales
decreased in runs three and four to infeasi-
ble levels, Lumber sector sales entered the
solution at the minimum allowable levels.

Lumber processing and aluminum processing
appear to exemplify supplementary and competi-
tive relationships. Fish processing exhibits
supplementary relationships to both lumber
and aluminum processing with the exception of
a minor indication of competition with the
aluminum sector for air environmental goods.

SUMMARY

The general end to which the study was
directed was a description of economic and
resource relationships in the light of growth
considerations for Clatsop County, Oregon.
Specific objectives were to uncover economic-
ecologic linkages of key sectors in the
Clatsop economy, to predict the residuals
generation and non-market good requirements
of a proposed aluminum plant, and to evaluate
possible trade-offs associated with public
choice related to aluminum production. The
procedure incorporated modification of a
standard input-output model to include envi-
ronmental factors pertinent to public
decisions in Clatsop County with a linear
programming analysis utilizing environmental
constraint functions extracted from the
input-output model. Economic and environ-
mental relationships surrounding economic
growth in Clatsop County, Oregon, were
analyzed. The analysis was built on the
foundation of a 1970 Clatsop County study
dealing with the monetary impact of a new
industry, aluminum. A more complete analysis
for public decisions associated with the
change was sought by means of a modified
input-output model and linear programming.
The former provided a supply-price approach
in the absence of stated community goals to
analyze possible trade-offs. The linear
programming analysis was based on a per-
ceived community goal (objective function),
and yielded both community business income
and environmental goods trade-offs.

The results of the modified input-output
model approach are compared to those of the
original input-output analysis in Table 8.
The business sectors (1-15) could experience
approximately $20,100,000 in additional
sales annually as a result of the operation
of the aluminum plant. The Products sector
(lO,98OOOO) and the Services sector
($2,076,000) receive the majority of the
increase. Expenditures for gas and elec-
t1icity are the major components of the
Products sector increase.

Additional monetary impact would be
experienced by public sectors. Given the
1968 tax structure, annual revenue gains
were estimated to be $3,714,000. Expansion
f the tax base most directly affects Educa-

tion sector revenues. Education revenues
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Table 7. Summary of Linear Programming Problems: Estimated Objective Function, Values for
Total Business, Lumber, Fish Processing, and Aluminum Income in 1980

1

(000 $)

Runs

2

(000 $)

3

(000 $)

4

(000 $)

Problem 1

Total business income 500,392 509,815 381,750 381,750

Lumber income 55,605 55,605 55,605 55,605

Fish Processing income 111,549 101,596 71,661 71,661

Aluminum income 60,000 85,560 38,300 38,300

Problem 2

Total business income 000,885 638,237 588,842 626,194

Lumber income 76,269 74,318 69,743 67,792

Fish Processing income 111,549 111,549 111,549 111,549

Aluminum income 60,000 85,560 60,000 85,560

Problem 3

Total- business income 639,425 645,047 519,648 510,655

Lumber income 81,055 63,584 55,605 55,605

Fish Processing income 111,701 111,647 111,622 111,625

Aluminum income 60,000 85,560 12,140 12,140



Table 8, Induced Changes in Total Output and Associated Envirorunerital Cood as a Result
of a Proposed Aluminum Nant in the Clatsop County, Oregon, Economy, 1968

Less than $6,000.
b_I All aluminum production is exported.

Environmental goods magnitudes associated with
Direct 6 Indirect increased econoiaic activity
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Sectors change in total
output

($

'articu-
lates
(lbs.)

Cooling
writer

(1,000
gals.)

Process
water

(1,000
ga).s.)

S-Day
DOD

(lbs.)

Suspended
solids
(lbs.)

1. Lumber 30,000 690 4,065.0 1,459.1 17 19,579

2. Commercial Fishing 6,000 8 1.5 3.8 6 1,010

3. Fish Processing 72,000 27 26.0 117.4 379 3,908
4. Agriculture & FUr 24,000 35 14.0 20.3 59 2,827

S. Manufacturing 72,000 50 22.5 42.5 92 3,829

6. Lodging 1,014,000 1,065 292.2 797.2 1,199 121,671

7. Cafes 6 Taverns 664,000 523 184.1 625.4 758 104,541

8. Service Stations 876,000 8,001 08.9 508.4 407 49,215

9. Auto Sales I, Service 1,170,000 490 146.6 598.8 603 73,616

10. Communic. 6 Transp. 948,000 1,605 1,742.9 1,170.7 7,1CC 83,403

11. Professional Services 600,000 407 112.9 406.8 466 88,865

12. Financial 528,000 569 50.6 237.0 246 35,223
13. Construction 840,000 530 851.1 944.5 3,470 82,616

14. Products 10,980,000 4,513 966.9 15,558.9 4,041 734,946

15. Services 2,076,000 1,463 312.7 1,730.1 1,295 271,956

16. Education 1,320,000 1,426 347.0 1,045.3 1,440 312,453

17. Couxrty Roads 60,000 72 24.1 52.4 99 11,429

18. Law 8nforcement 72,000 82 19.0 57,7 82 18,939

19. Health Dept. 24,000 31 72 20.3 30 6,808
20. lielfore 168,000 185 44.3 139.5 184 43,955
21. Port Authority 1,536,000 937,660 1,192.6 1,183.5 4,886 248,290

22. General Fund 162,000 165 46.8 122.9 201 36,230
23. Astoria 168,000 174 44.3 121.3 183 33,000

24. Warrenton 144,000 137 91.9 139.1 376 24,818

25. Harsrrond -

26,

27.

Gearliart
Seaside

aJ

48,000

-

49 13.2 37.8
-

55 10,185

28. Cannon Beach 12,000 7 7.2 10.0 29 1,255

29. Aluminum - -

30. Households 12,318,000 16,013 3,713.3 10,744.5 15,410 4,017,306

TOTAL 36,132,000 975.982 14,451.5 37,895.2 42,113 6,441,873



could increase $1,320,000 annually. The
other public sector receiving a major por-
tion of the $3,714,000 increase is the Port
Authority. Approximately $1,536,000 of
port services associated with ore handling
could be anticipated. Astoria ($168,000)
and Warrenton ($144,000) are estimated to
be the primary municipality beneficiaries.

Payments to the Households sector
($12,318,000) involve a direct Aluminum
sector payroll of $6 million and indirect
Household payments of $6,3l8000.

The relationship of Aluminum sector
sales and the induced economic activity to
residuals generation and resource require..
ments is also delineated in Table 8. There
are five environmental goods listed in the
table: particulates, cooling water, process
water, BOD, arid suspended solids. In pre-
vious tables, the Aluminum sector was shown
to require the first three in its production
process. All five of the environmental goods
are required by other sectors of the economy
as a result of induced economic activity
brought about by the Aluminum sector becom-
ing a part of the Clatsop economy. For ex-
ample, Table 8 indicates that in addition to
the particulates produced by the Aluminum
sector, 975,982 pounds of particulates are
produced by other sectors as a result of
increased economic activity induced by the
Aluminum sector's operation. Virtually all
the induced release comes from Port Author-
ity ore-handling operations. The Aluminum
sector particulate emissions combined with
emissions induced from the other sectors
represent slightly more than a 100 percent
increase in particulate levels over that
which would have been experienced in a non-
aluminum economy.

The estimates of water inputs for cool-
ing and processing purposes reveal a differ-
ent impact of Aluminum sector operation.
The requirements for cooling water represent
less than a 1 percent increase over the re-
quirements for a non-aluminum economy. In-

creased economic activity from operation of
the aluminum plant would induce use of
37,895,200 gallons of process water over
the additional two billion gallons annually
required by the aluminum plant. As evident
in Table 8, the Products sector and House-
hold sector are important users of addition-
al induced process water demands.

The production of aluminum could not be
directly related to BOD and suspended solids
residuals. Both water-borne residuals are
induced in other sectors from increased
economic activity resulting from the Aluminum
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sector. The primary sector relationships are
similar--Households, Products, Services, and
the Port Authority. The induced BOD increase
was estimated to be less than 1 percent of
that experienced in a non-aluminum economy.
Suspended solids estimates represent an in-
crease of approximately 13 percent.

The development and application of
modifications to the Clatsop County input-
output model has yielded estimates of environ-
mental factors associated with economic act iv-

ity. Tables 1, 4, and 6 were presented to
specify various choice indicators to the
trade-offs possible in policy decisions in
Clatsop County: (1) Table 1 represents en-
vironmental goocs as related to final demand

deliveries, (2) Table 4 represents environ-
mental goods aspects of income generation,
(3) environmental goods are related to
growth considerations in Table 6. Data
inadequacies, primarily those of omission,
and stringent model assumptions lead to the
observation that the analysis, though in-
cluding multiple round effects, represents
but a first round appraisal of economic and
environmental factors relevant to the Clatsop
economy.
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Appendix Table 1. Direct Etologic Linkages to the Clatsop County Economy: Resource Inputs and Waste Output per Dollar of Gross Output

Ltuiiber
Co1maercial Fish

Fishing Processing
Agric.
6 Fur lanufac. Lodging Cafes 6

Taverns
Service
Stations

Auto Sales
6 Service

Comniunj.
6 Transp.

Particulates (lbs.) -.02062 - .00871

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.) -1.45146

Fluoride (lbs.)

Elyds-ocarbons [lbs.) - .26997

Domestic Water (gals.) 12802219

Cooling hater (gals.) 125.04402 .21083

Process Water (gals.) 44.65831 1.36497 .16348 .19566 .16471 .16948 .24674 35340

Water Intake (gals.) 29772542 1.57520 .18348 .19568 16471 .16948 .24674 .35340

Water Discharge (gals.) -253.26125 -1.57580 - .14678 - .15654 - .13177 - .13558 - .19739 - .28272

5-Day BOD (lbs.) - .50894 - .00464

Suspended Solids (lbs.) -.53793 - .00223

Organic itrogen (lbs.) - .00100

Solid Waste (lbs.) - .64685 -53.55572 -4.31892 -3.10503 -3.68860 -3.57702

Solid Waste (Cu. yds,) -.41819

(Continued on next page)



Appendix 1'able 1. (Continued)

WelfareProfessional
Services Financial Construction Products County Law ilea it hServiee Education 1oads Enforcement Dept.

Particulstes (lbs.)

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.)

Fluoride (lbs.)

hydrocarbons (lbs.)

Domestic later (gals.)

Cooling Water (gals.)

Process Water (gals.) .19194 .20269 .48082 1.16911 .41813

Water Intake (gals.) .19194 .20285 .48082 1.16911 .41813

Water Discharge (gals.) -. 1S355 - .16228 - .384(th - .03521 - .33450

S-Day hOD (lbs.)

Suspended Sol&ds (lbs.)

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.)

Solid Waste (lbs.) -.51007 -1.45294

Solid Waste (cu. yds.)

(Continued on next page)



Appendix Table 1. (Continued)

Port

Authority
General

Astoria
Fund

Warrenton Hammond Gearhart Seaside
Cannon
Beach

Aluminimi Households

Particulates (lbs.) - .60960 - .01820

Carbon Monoxide (lbs.)

Fluoride (lbs,) 00560

J-ydrocarbons (lbs.)

Domestic Water (gals.) 28.29814 40.87534 68.15551 36.35790 41.11428 26.83976 9.54620

Cooling Water (gals.) 3.40000

Process Water (gals.) 30.60000

Water intake (gals.) 28.20814 40.87534 68.15551 36.35790 41.11428 26.83976 34.00000 9.S4620

Water Discharge (gals.) -22.63851 -32.70027 -54.52441 -29.08632 -32.89142 -21.47181 -34.00000 -7.63696

S-Day BOD (lbs.)

Suspended SolIds (lbs.) - .24131

Organic Nitrogen (lbs.)

Solid Waste (lbs.) -3.22377 -3.22077 -3.22077 -3.22077 -3.22077 -3.22077 -.66823

Solid Waste (cu. yds.)



ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX TABLE 1

Development of the environmental infor-
mation initially proceeded on the assumption
that inputs and zesiduals would be related
to the economic sector generating he demand.
In one '-s a rsidua i'as ah e ed to the
scctor thoognt to be most 31 -c1y related
via sales, no: generation of the residuaL
Combustion ngin' powered - nspc'. ac ion is
a .'.ell-d imnnted sout-ce ot parC id ate
hydoca:bon, and a bon nno::ide i esiduals
in any economy. To e1at theae rows to the
most responsible secox v.oeld identify the
sector as households Howe-e, these emis-
sions ie-:e related to the Seri,ie Station
sector for reasons described in Roberts'
thesis

Non-ze;:o elements are indicated in
Appendix Table 1 for private and public
sectors. Port Authority is shown to be
responsible for genei'tion of particulates
in its storage and shipping complex. Tm
rows relating to solid waste are included,
but only one refers to the public sector of
Clatsop County. Cubic yards are the units of
the second solid aste row while pounds are
the units of the row related to public sec-
tors. Availability of data and unsatisfac-
tory conversion estimates required the two-
row approach for one residual.

Environmental impact data in the Clatsop
County study were collected from a number of
secondary sources. Use of secondary sources
has cost advantages but data can also be
developed in varying manners. Residuals
of production processes can be reported as
"before treatment" (raw) , "after treatment,"
or at the level specified in federal, state,
or local environmental regulations. To the
purist, the first approach may be the most
logical. All residuals of a productive pro-
cess would be counted whether a method of
controlling or treating the residual was
utilized or not. Since matter is neither
created nor destroyed in the productive
process, allowance would be made for the
residuals generated before application of
any type of control or treatment technology.
The implication of the "before treatment"
method is that Table 1 contains non-zero
elements in iearly all cells. There is one
row in the table that reprcsents the "before
treatment" method of computing cell values.
The solid waste attributed to the Lumber
sector is derived primarily from the stump,
trim, and brush waste of timber harvesting.
The residuals of the harvesting process are
reported in measurable solid waste form
rather than a secondary form such as
particulates, BOO, etc.

With the exception of the one row men-
tioned above, Appendix Table 1 was developed
from engineering and economic oata related to
"after treatment" residual levels. Elements
of the Lumber, Seafood Processing, and Alum-
inum sectors are the most accurate because of
numerous studies of the input and residual
levels associated with th'se major Pacific
Northwest industries Estimates are based on
inpiace technology common to the economic
endeavors of finns iocated in the region
Precise information on waste wacer requil
ments in Clatsop County was obtained in the
heavily water-oriented Lumber and Seafood
Processing sectors. Water qualLy and dis-
charge elements of the Seafood Processing
sector were obtained from Ooegon Scate Univor-
sity Food Science and Technology researchers
[Soderquist, 19721 conducting an Environmental
Protection Agency-funded analysis of seafood
processing industry wastes. One problem en-
co:ntered in estimating environmental effects
for the table was a variation in residual
levels as product mix of the seafood firms
changed with seasons. Canning, smoking,
freezing, and fresh preparation of seafood
products produced residuals variation as did
the species being processed. Crab, tuna,
salmon, shrimp, and bottom fish produced
differing residuals that required utilization
of a weighting process. Elements of che
Lumber sector would be altered as well if
data were available to reveal the fluctuation
of residuals in paper production as paper
strength and brightness change even though
the plants in Clatsop County are Kraft-process
operations identical to those from which
the engineering data were collected.

A final method for development of envi-
ronmental data is provided by the work public
agencies engaged in resource management.
Water, air, and land resources are partially,
though increasingly, controlled in the public
interest. In a region with well outlined
statutory guidelines for emissions, effluents,
or uses, economic sectors identified by the
regulations can be assumed to be in accord-S
ance. Data can then be drawn from publicly
approved legal residuals constraints.

DATA SOURCES FOR ECOLOGIC LINKAGES

Part'Lculatcs

Lumber: reference 8, reference 20

Service Station: reference 9, reference 14,
reference 20

Aluminum: reference 11

A-4



Carbon Monoxide Cr9cvne IJitrogen

Service Stations: reference 9, reference Fish Processing: reference 17, reference
12, reference 20 18

Fluoride Solid Waste (Lbs.)

Aluminum: reference 11

Hydrocarbons

Service Stations: reference 9, reference
14) reference 20

Domestic Water

Lumber, all municipalities, households:
reference 5, reference 16, reference 19

Cooling Water

Lumber: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference 18

Aluminum: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Process Water

Lumber: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference
18

Aluminum: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Water Discharge

Lumber: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference 18

Aluminum: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

All other sectors: reference 5, reference
9, reference 16, reference 19 (those sources
inconclusive, but pointed to fact that
assuming 20 percent consumptive use would
be conservative).

BOO

Lumber: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference 18

Swpendsd Solids

Lumber: reference 5, reference 16,
reference 19

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference 18

A-S

Fish Processing: reference 17, reference

18

All other sectors: reference 13

Solid Waste (Cu. Yde.)

Lumber: reference 7




